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Abstract  

 

Purpose: The study was done to identify the common work-related musculoskeletal 

disorders among the nurses in different hospitals. Objective: To determine the common 

work-related musculoskeletal disorders among the nurses Method: The study design 

was cross-sectional. Total 101 samples were selected conveniently for this study from 

various hospitals in Dhaka. Data was collected by using mixed type of questionnaire. 

Descriptive statistic was used for data analysis. Result: The result shows that among 

101 participants, 26% in low back, 14% in neck, 15% in thoracic, 17% in knee and 14% 

has ankle joint complications. Moreover, 8% in hip, 3% in shoulder, 2% in elbow and 

1% participant face complications in wrist joint. Maximum participants were from 20-

29 and 40-49 years of age group. Age is significant with two body parts and also 

significant in association with Numeric pain rating scale. Male (19%) and female (81%) 

and most affected body parts are not significant with gender. It shows that 61% nurses 

work in the medical wards. Most of the education level was Diploma (91%). The 

duration of working experience is more than 10 years (54%) and also significant with 

3 body parts such as knee, hip and ankle joint and also significant with numeric pain 

rating scale. The researcher found that 52% participants work 8-10 hours per day and 

39% participants work more than 10 hours per day. This study is significant for 4 most 

affected body parts such as lumbar, knee, hip and ankle as well as also significant in 

association with numeric pain rating scale. The researcher found that 55% in normal 

BMI and 42% in BMI of overweight. It is significant in association with most affected 

body parts in 2 body parts such as thoracic and knee joint.  The researcher found that 

22% of participants suffered from mild pain, 57% from moderate level of pain and 2% 

suffered from severe pain. And it was significant in association with age, working hours 

and working experience. The researcher also found that 57% has symptoms of pain, 

19% has symptoms of cramp, 12% has tingling sensation and 3%, 4%, 5% has 

numbness, burning sensation and aching type of symptoms respectably. Conclusion: 

The study was representing the strong evidence that WMSDs was common and 

significant burden among nurses. In order to reduce musculoskeletal problems, correct 

postural practices, reduction of prolonged working hours significantly can prevent 

WMSDs.  

Key words: WMSDs, Nurses. 
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CHAPTER – I                                                        INTRODUCTION   

 

1.1 Background 

In society, employment has a vital role in the community and economic progress. Mode 

of working habits or processes can lead to several complications such as work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs). These WMSDs can reduce working efficiency 

(Heidari et al., 2019). Moreover, providing multiple services is reflected as one of the 

requirements for the community may lead to some problems with the employees due to 

its nature. In this regard, musculoskeletal disorders are one of these disorders. 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), work-related musculoskeletal 

disorders lead to worsening of conditions when the working activities are extensively 

prolonged (Reed et al., 2014). 

These disorders cover almost all professions bearing critical physical and economic 

significances for the victims such as workers, families, businesses and governments. 

These complaints are considered the major health complications among employees in 

the European Union. The repeated exposure of staff to different labor risks leads to 

these disorders despite their diverse forms of appearance (Mirmohammadi & Yazdani-

Charati, 2014). Disorders of the musculoskeletal system are suggested one of the most 

common and significant work-related health problems in employed populations like 

school teachers, doctors, nurses, drivers, shopkeepers etc. These disorders reduced 

efficacy at the profession which was the reasons of sick leave, absence and giving up 

work and were also costly in terms of treatment and separate pain (Erick & Smith, 

2011). 

Nurses are seen to play a huge part in the wellbeing area and it is normal to improper 

stance during word related exercises, rehashed body developments and consistent strain 

on muscles. They are more probable liable for fostering these issues among the medical 

caretakers (Long et al.,2012). In light of the conditions, medical attendants are 

answerable for critical obligations, for example, mental and actual consideration which 

require delayed forward bowing. It is corresponded to the exercises, for example, 

moving the patients, including the patient's development, for example, conveying, 

squeezing, pulling, lifting and lumbar developments (Nasiry et al., 2016). 
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According to a report for the 2015 World Health Organization world report on ageing 

and health, it is stated that work-related musculoskeletal disorders explain a wide range 

of degenerative diseases and disorders that includes pain and functional disability. The 

work-related musculoskeletal disorders occur when employees are exposed to the 

working environment and surroundings (Briggs et al., 2016).   

The work-related musculoskeletal disorders are categorized as the second utmost public 

disorder, after respirational syndromes. These are accounted for almost 48% of all 

diseases. Such disorders may arise gradually during a long-term exposure to the agents 

causing these instabilities or suddenly resulting from a high impact on the 

musculoskeletal system (Bernal et al., 2015). These physical limitations are correlated 

to the gradual impairment of the structures and the organs. Besides, WMSDs distress 

the employee. Upper organs such as spinal vertebrae and hands are the most sensitive 

organs against the risk of WMSDs (Heiden et al., 2013). 

Nursing work is one of the most presented to messes in the medical services area. The 

nursing population contains about 33% of the medical clinic labor force at especially 

high danger and representing 60% of the revealed word related stress. Work related 

musculoskeletal disorders are accounted for to essentially effect on the personal 

satisfaction that cause loss of work time, increment work limitation, move to another 

work, or inability than some other gathering of sicknesses (Tinubu et al., 2010). It is 

assessed that 52% of nursing representative complaints of distress (Hunter et al., 2010). 

Results acquired in investigations led in a few nations show that WMSDs comprise a 

genuine word related medical issue among attendants all through the world (Anap et 

al., 2013). Incidentally, forward bending is associated to those events implemented for 

transferring the patients, including in the patient’s movement or sustenance such as 

carrying, pressing, pulling, lifting and lumbar movements. Further, it may be scrambled 

during transport, leading to a lot of damages to the nurse (Nasiry et al., 2016). 

 

Work related issues were the most damaging, incendiary, and degenerative conditions 

that influence the joints, delicate tissues, fringe nerves, and supporting veins. 

Musculoskeletal problems coming about because of an episode was called business 

related musculoskeletal problem (Akrouf et al.,2010). It can cause torment and 

incapacity of the neck, shoulders, elbow, arms, wrists, hands, hip, knee and lower leg 

capacities. It bothers all people of various age and sex (Mirmohammadi & Yazdani-
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Charati, 2014). Delicacy, a throbbing painfulness, shivering, enlarging, solidness, 

muscle spasms were a few indications of musculoskeletal problems (Janwantanakul et 

al., 2008). 

A few analysts showed work related disorders as a typical reason for working 

environment nonattendance. Besides, the rate of agony and different manifestations 

might be defenseless to poor postural propensities and working styles. Other segmental 

factors that are regularly introduced as firmness, spasms and muscle touchiness with 

the neck, shoulders and lower back (Freburger et al., 2009). Among different callings, 

wellbeing experts, explicitly the individuals who work in the medical clinic climate 

might encounter those problems all the more usually. As such, nursing is a high-hazard 

occupation for creating work related musculoskeletal disorders. Additionally, it is a 

calling wherein WMSDs are exceptionally prevailing because of their inclination 

(Heidari et al.,2015). 

The work-related musculoskeletal disorders are common among medical services 

laborers. The commonness of actual problems among physiotherapists was high with 

lifetime pervasiveness revealed as 55–91% (Milhem et al., 2016). The pervasiveness of 

work-related musculoskeletal disorders among medical attendants fluctuates between 

examines. In Nigeria, the commonness is 78% among the attendants who have WMSDs 

related with working in similar situations for significant stretches, lifting or moving of 

patients, and expanded patient burden (Tinubu et al., 2010). It is seen that the pace of 

pervasiveness is 77.4% among Chinese medical attendants (Yan et al., 2017). 

The adverse consequence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders on attendants' 

wellbeing and personal satisfaction will straightforwardly impact their presentation. 

Epidemiological overviews feature the high WMSDs dismalness rate among medical 

attendants. This has been connected to the high actual requests of their functioning need 

and the creating conditions. The deficient and outrageous stances embraced in 

obligation including the preparation of patients are viewed as the primary danger factors 

in the etiology of work-related musculoskeletal disorders in medical attendants. They 

incorporate redundant developments, for example, lifting, moving and repositioning of 

patients, regularly performed physically and subsequently requiring an expanded actual 

applied power now and again surpassing medical caretakers' actual abilities 

(Serranheira et al., 2012). 
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Soft tissue injury happens when there is an unseemliness between the actual necessities 

of the work and the actual capacity of the body. Musculoskeletal issues include fiery 

and degenerative conditions that effect the muscles, ligaments, tendons, joints, fringe 

nerves, and supporting veins with resulting hurt, agony or distress. Musculoskeletal 

issues are educated to happen in specific ventures and occupations with rates up to three 

or multiple times higher than the normal rate across all enterprises (Boakye et al., 2018). 

Nurses are at high danger for work related musculoskeletal disorders because of 

misguided body mechanics or wrong stance. The more extended long periods of clinical 

obligation open them to more frequencies of inappropriate body specialist work on 

during the conveyance of nursing care or execution of strategies. Musculoskeletal 

problems related to work are a critical word related wellbeing worry for the nursing 

calling and have been concentrated increasingly more in the most recent years. Perhaps 

the most predominant circumstance impacting the individual paying little heed to sex, 

age or financial foundation is musculoskeletal symptomatology. The nursing is one of 

the positions where the musculoskeletal indications are unmistakable. This review 

reports Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders during clinical training of nursing 

staffs (Luan et al., 2018). 
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1.2 Rationale 

Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders represent one of the most common and 

important occupational health problems in working populations in both developed and 

developing countries. Work related musculoskeletal disorders may cause a great deal 

of pain and suffering among afflicted workers. These were the most common injuries 

and costliest occupational problems. Job activities that may cause work related 

musculoskeletal disorders span diverse workplaces. Workers experiencing aches and 

pains on the job may not be able to do quality work. WMSD decrease productivity of 

work due to sick leave, absenteeism, and early retirement and are also costly in terms 

of treatment and individual suffering. Moreover, WMSD represent a common health-

related reasons for discontinuing work and for seeking health care. In some researches, 

it has found that as health professional nurses are at risk for developing musculoskeletal 

disorders.  

The study aims to find out the work-related musculoskeletal disorders among the 

nurses. Literature showed that prolong static posture like stooping, bending, sitting, 

standing as well as prolong squatting proposed to be associated with work related 

musculoskeletal disorders. This regular heavy weight lifting and heavy physical activity 

seem to be associated with work related musculoskeletal disorders. In our country, these 

works are done by the nurses regularly as their clinical practices. Especially the nurses 

of the central hospitals in urban areas need to carry their patients, sometimes need to 

lifting and transferring of medical equipment, and any kind of heavy objects. So, the 

nurses are the more venerable group in health sectors to develop WMSDs. But most of 

the time these conditions do not get proper attention because of ignorance with 

consideration of the problem to ensure their proper duty. The problem becomes 

disclosed when it becomes unbearable to them and they cannot continue the work 

anymore. Even they do not get proper treatment in case of low socio-economical 

condition, and lack of knowledge. But most of these work-related musculoskeletal 

disorders can be prevented or even curable in the early stages. From this study 

investigator will able to identify the work-related musculoskeletal disorders and the 

most common factors which are responsible for developing WMSDs which can help to 

develop appropriate measures to prevent the disorders among the nurses. Nurses may 

provide proper guidelines for every single risk which will be helpful for them. When 
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the researcher collects the data, he must introduce herself to the participants as the 

physiotherapist and her role in the musculoskeletal sector. 

This study is very helpful for Physiotherapists and other professionals to know the 

musculoskeletal disorders and identifying the factors associated with the occurrence of 

these musculoskeletal symptoms can help to develop ergonomic recommendations for 

the nursing profession in Bangladesh. 
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1.3 Research Question 

What are the common work-related musculoskeletal disorders and their associated 

factors among the nurses? 

1.4 General objective 

To determine the common work-related musculoskeletal disorders among the nurses. 

1.5 Specific objectives 

• To find out the socio-demographic factors. 

• To determine the most affected body parts. 

• To find out the risk factors.  

• To find out the association between affected body parts with age, gender, BMI, 

working experience, and working hours.  

• To find out the association between Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) and 

age, working experience and working hours. 
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1.6 Conceptual Framework 

 

  List of variables: 

  

Independent variables Dependent variables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Socio demographic 

factors age, sex, 

working area, BMI 

Job experience, Job 

duration 

Body parts  

Factors considered 

related to WMSDs 

Common Work-

related 

Musculoskeletal 

Disorders (WMSDs) 
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1.7 Operational definition  

Work-related musculoskeletal disorder   

Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSD) are the disorders of muscles, 

tendons, ligaments, and nerves that develop due to work-related factors such as 

repetitive work or activities with awkward postures with symptoms of pain, aches, 

paresthesia, tingling sensation, numbness, and stiffness, etc. Some examples of 

musculoskeletal disorders include back pain, neck pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, 

tendonitis and tenosynovitis etc.  

Nurses 

Nurses means an unmarried or married women or men, whose main occupation is 

patients caring for their workplace (Hospital, clinic, or any rehabilitation center) and 

managing health conditions of the patients, and providing health services. 
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CHAPTER – II                                          LITERATURE REVIEW    

 

Musculoskeletal disorders are broadly known as the cause of enduring pain and 

disability that affect hundreds of millions of people universally. Work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders are communal amongst health workers including 

professional nurses, and may occur permanent disability, deprived from work, and the 

necessity for long-term medical care (Adegoke et al.,2008). These disorders cover 

almost all professions bearing critical physical and economic significances for the 

victims such as workers, families, businesses and governments. These complaints are 

considered the major health complications among employees in the European Union. 

The repeated exposure of staff to different labor risks leads to these disorders despite 

their diverse forms of appearance (Mirmohammadi & Yazdani-Charati, 2014). 

 

Work related musculoskeletal disorders are the substantial occupational problems being 

considered as the most significant explanations for dropping work-time and aggrega 

ting labor costs and injuries. Further, in industrialized countries, these disorders linked 

to physical fitness are measured as the biggest challenges in occupational safety and 

health. one of the most vital issues that ergonomists are facing around the world. It is 

considered as the main concern for public health, leading to temporary or permanent 

disability among the individuals (Lin et al., 2012).  

 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health stated that work related 

musculoskeletal disorders are a cluster like disorders restrained to muscles, joints, 

tendons, ligaments, nerves and bones. Sometimes it includes the blood circulation 

system. The origin or aggravation is mainly due to professional activity and effects of 

working conditions (Bernal et al., 2015). These musculoskeletal disorders are linked 

with various industrial risk factors and working posture, physical power, movement, 

psychosocial stressors and individual issues. Some other problems for example 

strength, endurance, and time can be evaluated for the determination of the capability 

of individuals. Pain at lower back is considered as most prominent musculoskeletal 

disorder among health professionals and nurses (Mehrdad et al., 2010).  
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Several epidemiological studies have established evidence of a contributing association 

between physical effort at work and disorders related to works. Numerous aspects are 

associated with WMSD such as pedestrian gesture, unnecessary force, awkward and 

sustained positions, prolonged sitting and standing (DaCosta & Vieira, 2010). Nursing 

work is one of the most presented to messes in the medical services area. The nursing 

population contains about 33% of the medical clinic labor force at especially high 

danger and representing 60% of the revealed word related stress. Work related 

musculoskeletal disorders are accounted for to essentially effect on the personal 

satisfaction that cause loss of work time, increment work limitation, move to another 

work, or inability than some other gathering of sicknesses (Tinubu et al.,2010).  

International Labor Organization (ILO) recorded WMSDs as work-related complaints 

by since 1960. The survey shows, the abo ut 50% yearly occurrence rate of WMSDs is 

reflected as the key reason for the reduction of working proficiency of the nurses 

(Berkman et al., 2015). 

 

Nursing work is the most exposed professions in the healthcare sector than other 

professions. Results attained in the studies conducted in several countries demonstrated 

that work related musculoskeletal disorders are being a severe work-related health 

difficulty among nurses all over the world. The negative impact of WMSDs on nurses' 

fitness will directly affect their performance. It incidentally impacts the excellence of 

services providing to patients (Anap et al., 2013). Concerning healthiness, security, and 

wellbeing the mostly prominent healthcare professionals are the nurses (Luan et al., 

2018). It happens by reason of the specificity and prolonged responsibilities in health 

services. They are quite vulnerable to various professional hazards. Prolonged 

disclosure to risking issues including physical, biological, chemical, ergonomic and 

psychosocial issues. It may contribute to the incidence of occupational health disorders 

and the development of occupational diseases including the work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders (Tinubu et al., 2010). 

 

Nurses are observed as the essential people of the health sector. Facing some features 

like unsuitable posture during activities, frequent movements and prolonged and 

continuous stress to muscles lead them to physical disturbances. Gradually they develop 

work-related complaints. Because of the job situation, nurses are accountable for some 

duties such as psychological and physical care, which requires prolonged flexion (Long 
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et al., 2013). Incidentally, forward bending is associated to those events implemented 

for transferring the patients, including in the patient’s movement or sustenance such as 

carrying, pressing, pulling, lifting and lumbar movements. Further, it may be scrambled 

during transport, leading to a lot of damages to the nurse (Nasiry et al., 2016). 

The physiologically inadequate and risky postures implemented in work tasks involving 

the organization of patients are measured as the primary risk factors of WMSDs in 

nurses. Their responsibilities include frequent movements such as lifting, transporting, 

and positioning of patients. Sometimes it is achieved manually without the help of 

automated devices requiring excessive physical applied forces. Sometimes it exceeds 

nurses' physical capabilities (Serranheira et al., 2015). The desk posture can also be 

prominent to the expansion of musculoskeletal indications. When worked for long 

periods of hours’ spinal disc compression is increased, ultimately leading to higher 

loads on the spine. When spine movement is involved in sitting posture and occurs 

flexion and rotation of the trunk without the pauses in duty hours. The physical load on 

the spine will be increasing particularly in the lower back.  Later it will become the 

cause of fatigue, pain, and reduction of the ability to work (Nunes & Bush, 2012).  

 

Work-related musculoskeletal disorders are usually associated with increased 

compensation and health costs, reduced productivity, and lower quality of life. The 

major issues of WMSDs included pain, discomfort, and limited movement mainly 

presenting in the lower back, shoulder, neck, forearm, and hands. The most frequently 

stated symptoms were nonspecific low back pain, neck-shoulder and wrist-hand 

syndrome, and carpal tunnel syndrome (Yang et al., 2019). In nursing professionals, 

WMSDs have been measured as the main cause for absence among nursing 

professionals. WMSDs are also responsible to distress the quality of life in nurses. 

 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics stated that 54% nurses showed symptoms in the back, 

41% at neck, 34% shoulder and 26% hand-wrist. In the meantime, sleeping disturbance 

and working incapacity are also recorded induced by work related issues (Miranda et 

al., 2014). Some experiments were also performed among the Indian and Portuguese 

nurses. The study showed similar results with a higher rate of work-related 

complications in the nurses (Yasobant & Rajkumar, 2014). Over-all, these indications 

obstruct the working proficiency of the nursing professionals, also distressing the 
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security of the patients during practice. It is essential to review the indications in a 

comprehensive framework (Serranheira et al., 2012). 

 

The professionals involved in the nursing career are more susceptible to the work-

related musculoskeletal disorders. According to a previous study, excessive workload 

and atypical working posture were the hazardous aspects for the WMSDs. In a national 

assessment, the yearly occurrence rate and the weekly occurrence rate of WMSDs were 

93% and 64.1% (Mohan et al., 2015). In China, the reported frequency was in the range 

of 56.62% to 78.6%. The study presented that the 77.43% was the yearly and 44.79% 

was the weekly prevalence of WMSDs. Besides, the frequency was higher in the low 

back (62.71%), neck (59.77%), shoulder (49.66%) and back (39.50%) (Liu et al., 2016). 

 

The frequency of low back bending during long pushing or pulling and activity 

limitation was high in the nursing professionals. Particularly, the carrying and lifting 

reasons may induce the incidence of WMSDs (Homaid et al., 2016). In this study, age 

is presented as a responsible factor for facing musculoskeletal problems for the nurses. 

Aged nurses presented a lengthier working duration. Even though age is not entered 

into the worsening comparison, it was considered that the incidence of WMSDs may 

increase with the increase of the age and working duration. Besides, the workload may 

increase with the prolonged work duration, and the workload increased for habitual 

position, which may finally encourage the increase of prevalence of work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders. Moreover, the interruption of the workload and working 

balance may lead to chronic overload. This overtime or extra time service may also 

become a potential feature for the progression of work-related musculoskeletal 

disorders (Yasobant & Rajkumar, 2014). 

 

Working in the Emergency Department of a hospital indicated the maximum prevalence 

of work-related musculoskeletal disorders. The emergency department includes the 

supply room, department of surgery, department of anesthesia as well as the emergency 

outdoor of the hospital. The nurses were involved in frequent lifting and pushing in 

these areas during their duty hours. Besides, these individuals were wide-open to long-

term high stress, which may induce WMSDs. During clinical practices, they need to 

frequently involved in long-term standing, persistent head bowing and frequent transfer 

of the medical facilities. For the nurses in the operation theater, the stress in the muscles 
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increased in a static condition, which may induce interruption in the blood circulation. 

The frequent lifting and pushing causes tiredness of muscles and bones and considered 

as an important feature of low back pain. Simultaneously, enduring stress and fast 

working frequency may induce severe muscle injuries (Yan et al., 2017). 

 

One study showed the student nurses experienced neck pain, back pain, and feet or 

ankle pain indicating the usual MSDs. A study in Karachi showed that the neck 

followed by the lower back and lower limbs considered as the most prevailing site of 

musculoskeletal pain. These findings are reliable with a systematic review on the work-

related musculoskeletal problems among nurses (Hasan et al., 2018). This study reports 

that the nursing students experienced neck pain, back pain, and feet/ankle pain mostly 

as musculoskeletal disorders. And this result is also consistent with the report of a 

systematic review on work-related disorders among nurses (Ellapen & Narsigan, 2014).  

 

Another similar study mentioned that the shoulder (46.0%), lower back (39.1%), neck 

(35.6%), feet (25.2%) and leg (23.8%) as the most prevalent pattern. In the same 

review, it is assumed that the WMSD can be recognized to some factors including the 

physical stresses of the nurses’ during their job-related responsibilities such as bending 

and twisting, transferring patients from bed to wheelchair, wheelchair to bed, to the 

toilet or a stretcher. These activities need the nurses altering of the body positions in 

different directions. It was also prominent that most of the nurses may not maintain 

proper positioning methods during work. But it is needed obviously (Abledu & Offei, 

2015).  

 

This outcome was tantamount to other nursing reviews in which a couple of number of 

the articles like 74.7% in Vietnam (Luan et al., 2018), 76% in India (Mohanalakshmi 

& Bai, 2019), 70% in Poland (Panczyk et al., 2018). These examinations are assessed 

that vertebral segment (lower back, neck and thoracic) were the most powerless 

destinations of work-related musculoskeletal disorders followed by other fringe joints. 

Another discovering uncovered that the event pace of WMSDs was not dependent on 

the heaviness of the understudy medical caretakers. This is steady with the review done 

in Karachi. It is inferred that BMI isn't connected with the event of agony. A similar 

report noticed a positive co-connection between the quantity of clinical days out of each 

week, and the quantity of clinical hours (Panczyk et al., 2018). 
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Another cross-sectional appraisal directed in India business related problems among 

wellbeing experts concurred with the discoveries. For this situation, the lower back is 

the most conspicuous influenced region. A few variables were perceived like working 

similarly situated for significant stretches, working in abnormal or squeezed positions, 

and dealing with an unreasonable number of patients or tests in a single day. In Saudi 

Arabia, almost fractional number of the female respondents in Taif City's working 

rooms griped about back torment. It is established in a cross-sectional review joined by 

a settled case-control study was executed including medical caretakers (Yasobant & 

Rajkumar, 2014). 

 

Another investigation discovered that eight out of ten attendants with work related 

musculoskeletal disorders revealed back torment. In particular, low back torment (LBP) 

was generally common. It could be a result of bowing/contorting the back in off-kilter 

ways, standing extensive stretches while treating an enormous number of patients, 

insufficient breaks, and lifting/moving ward patients. These were the most seen 

business-related elements recognized by the medical attendants in the current review. 

These discoveries support set up results that low back pain (LBP) is the most common 

musculoskeletal disorders in grown-ups (Chiwaridzo et al., 2018). Additionally, cross-

sectional examinations exploring WMSDs among medical caretakers detailed 

dependable outcomes. In another study it is found that LBP pervasiveness of 84% 

among US perioperative medical caretakers (Sheikhzadeh et al., 2009). Another review 

detailed comparative outcomes among Nigerian medical attendants (Fabunmni et al., 

2008). 

 

A few investigations showed that the WMSDs are estimated as the principal 

justification behind the greater part of working environment nonattendance. It is 

assessed that the medical attendants need to work with much strain during their 

obligation hour and it is their every day schedule. Consequently, becoming ill or having 

musculoskeletal issues is a typical status of the attendants. Besides, a few outcomes set 

up that the pervasiveness and area of torment and different manifestations might be 

inclined by body stance and working propensities. Other segment factors that are 

regularly introduced as solidness, issues, and muscle touchiness with the most elevated 

recurrence in the neck, shoulders, and lower back (Freburger et al., 2009).  
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These discoveries demonstrated that the aggravation toward the back, knees, and thighs 

was more than that of different regions. Plus, it is recommended that back aggravation 

is the most well-known (88.33%) musculoskeletal turmoil among medical caretakers. 

Some epidemiologic investigations demonstrated a relationship between word related 

components and WMSDs. Besides, some detailed that the pervasiveness and area of 

torment, alongside different indications, can be identified with standing stance, working 

propensities, and other segment highlights (Harcombe et al.,2010). The connection 

among sex and musculoskeletal agony can be associated to certain distinctions in 

responsibility, natural status, and diverse body structure among ladies and men. 

Additionally, a critical relationship was found among sexual orientation and low back 

torment. This result might be identified with the way that ladies regularly face more 

mental pressure, contrasted with men, while doing likewise occupation can impact 

different parts of their wellbeing including the danger of creating work related 

musculoskeletal disorders (Aminian et al.,2012). In one review, a critical connection 

was seen among age and major irritation, shoulders, and knees (Akrouf et al.,2010). 

 

Calculated weakening examination uncovered that there is a huge connection between 

working experience and agony in the hip, neck, knees, and shoulders. As such, the pace 

of WMSDs essentially increments by expanding work insight (Gorgi et al., 2014). Plus, 

it is recommended that the pervasiveness of these problems increments by 

conglomerating work insight. As far as working hours out of each day, it is uncovered 

that the quantity of working hours out of every week is emphatically associated with 

the aggravation in the knees and wrists. It is additionally featured that the 8 hours of 

obligation in bank workers can prompt WMSDs (Dagne et al., 2020). 

 

Among various word related gatherings, wellbeing area experts, particularly those 

working in the clinic climate, may encounter work related musculoskeletal disorders 

problems all the more often. In such manner, nursing is considered as a high-hazard 

occupation for growing such illnesses. Likewise, it is a calling where WMSDs are 

exceptionally predominant as indicated by their work nature (Heidari et al., 2019). 
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CHAPTER – III                                                      METHODOLOGY   

 

3.1 Study design  

This study aimed to find out the work-related musculoskeletal disorders among the 

nurses. For this reason, a cross-sectional type survey is used because it is a snapshot of 

the frequency and characteristics of a disease in a population at a particular point of 

time. The cross-sectional research method is often used to utilize in many areas 

including social science and education. Cross-sectional studies are observational and 

are known as descriptive research. This type of study helps to find out the prevalence 

of acute or chronic conditions of a population. Researchers record information that is 

present in a population, but they do not manipulate variables (Levin, 2006).  

However, the investigator wanted to find out the status of common work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders among the nurses at a point in time. Investigator also wanted 

to find out the risk factors among nurses in a short period. For this reason, the cross-

sectional study was a more appropriate design to fulfill the aim and objectives of this 

study.  

 

3.2 Study sites  

The sites of my study are some selected hospitals which are-  

• Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) 

• Prime General Hospital  

• Shin Shin Japan Hospital 

• RMC Hospital 
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3.3 Study population and sampling 

Study settings were the different hospitals in Dhaka. Investigator selected the nurses 

from different hospitals. The criteria of the study population are determined from a 

literature review and the goals for the study. All nurses working in respective hospitals 

were considered as the study population. 

3.4 Sampling procedure 

The study was conducted by using the convenience sampling methods because it was 

the easiest, cheapest and quicker method of sample selection. It will be easy to get those 

subjects according to the criteria concerned with the study purpose through the 

convenience sampling procedure.  

3.5 Inclusion criteria of the study  

• Both male and female nurses are included (Heidari et al., 2019). 

• Age between 20-60 years is included (Boakye et al., 2018). 

• Subject who are willing to participate in the study (Ribeiro et al., 2017). 

• Nurses with a working experience of more than one year (Yan et al., 2017). 

• Nurses who work more than 6 hours a day (Heidari et al., 2019). 

 

3.6 Exclusion criteria of the study   

• Subjects who had major accidents, congenital spine disorders, cancer, trauma, 

tumor, vessel lesion, disc protrusion, ankylosing spondylitis, long-term 

administration of analgesics and with a history of psychiatric disorder (Yan et 

al., 2017).  

• Pregnant nurses and those who had given birth in the last 3 months (Chiwaridzo 

et al., 2018).  

• Nurses below one year of working experience was excluded (Heidari et al., 

2019). 

• Subjects who were not willing to participate in the study (Akodu & Ashalejo, 

2019). 

• Nurses who work less than 6 hours a day (Heidari et al., 2019). 
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3.7 Sample size 

 

Here,   

p = 0.891 (Anap et al., 2013) 

q = (1-p) =1-0.891 = 0.109 

d = Sampling errors which is 5% = 0.05               

so, n= 149.24 or 149. 

Due to COVID-19 situation along with lockdown periods, I collected 101 data from 

different hospitals. 

3.8 Data collection method and tools 

Data was collected through the face-to-face interview between participants and the 

researcher. Data was analyzed from Microsoft office Excel 2016 using an SPSS 20 

version software program. The tools that were needed for the study were- Consent 

paper, questionnaire, paper, pen, file, calculator and computer.  

In this study, data were collected by socio-demographic and common work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders questionnaire. Firstly, the investigator introduced her and the 

research project as well as its purpose. The study aims, objectives, and study procedures 

were explained to participants. They were allowed to ask questions and once they were 

satisfied, they were requested to sign the consent form. For data collection, the 

investigator used both English and Bangla questionnaire in the easiest wording. 

Questionnaire language was selected by the preference of the participants. After that, a 

date was fixed by the investigator to collect the questionnaire from the participants.  

When participants understood the study, they were prepared to respond according to 

the questionnaire. There was no volunteer to collect data. This questionnaire addressed 

the work-related common musculoskeletal disorders. It also focused on the risk factors 

of the disorders. The questions were simply answered by giving a tick. Participant could 
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not consult with their colleagues. They only marked one answer and were selected the 

answer as the best option. 

3.9 Data analysis  

The result of this survey consisted of quantitative data. By this survey, a lot of 

information was collected. All these results gave a basic idea about the work-related 

common musculoskeletal disorders among the nurses in Bangladesh. The investigator 

used the raw data in SPSS to find out the percentage of sociodemographic factors, 

prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms in different body regions & associated risk 

factors. Moreover, the investigator used frequencies in SPSS for finding the percentage 

of sociodemographic factors & musculoskeletal symptoms in body regions. If there is 

a relationship between two categorical variables, the chi-square test for association will 

use to discover categorical variables. Therefore, the Chi-square test was used to find 

out the statistically significant association between socio-demographic factors and 

musculoskeletal symptoms among nurses. Chi-square test was conducted with p < .05 

to find out the correlation between the demographic factors and common work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders. 

3.10 Informed Consent  

The aims and objectives of this study should be informed to the subjects verbally. The 

researcher gave the consent form to the subject and explained them. The subjects had 

the right to withdraw themselves from the research at any time. It should be assured the 

participant that her name or address would not be used. The information of the subjects 

might be published in any normal presentation or seminar or journal but they would not 

be identified. The participant will also be informed or given notice that the research 

result would not be harmful to them. It would be kept confidential. The researcher is 

ensuring the confidentiality of participants’ information. All the information is to share 

only with the research supervisor. At any time, the researcher will be available to 

answer any additional questions regarding the study. 
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CHAPTER- IV                                                                                RESULT 

 

4.1 Age of the participants 

Among 101 participants, 32% (n=32) participants are ranged between 20-29 years; 16% 

(n=16) participants are ranged between 30-39 year; 31% (n=31) participants are in 

between 40-49 years and 21% (n=22) participants are in between 50-59 years.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 01: Age of the participants 
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4.2 Gender of the participants:   

In this study, only19% (n=19) participants are male and 81% (n=82) participants are 

female among 101 participants.  

 

 

 

Figure 02: Gender of the participants 
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4.3 Residence of the participants:  

Out of 101 participants 9% (n=9) participants live in rural area. On the other hand, 56% 

(n=57) participants are from urban area and 35% (n=35) participants are from semi-

urban area.  

 

 

 

Figure 03: Residence of the participants 
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4.4 Religion:  

This study shows that among 101 participants,71% (n=72) participants are from Islam; 

24% (n=24) participants follow Hinduism and 5% (n=5) participants follow 

Christianity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 04: Religion of the participants 
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4.5 Marital status:  

In 101 participants 26% (n=26) are single and 74% (n=75) participants are married.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 05: Marital status of the participants 
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4.6 Education:  

From this study it is calculated that among 101 participants there are 91% (n=92) 

participants completed diploma and only 9% (n=9) participants are graduated nurse.  

 

 

 

Figure 06: Education level of the participants 
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4.7 Working area: 

This study shows that among 101 participants, only 1% (n=1) participant work in 

neurology unit; 22% (n=22) participants work in orthopedics; 61% (n=62) participants 

work in medical words and 16% (n=16) participants work in critical units such as ICU, 

CCU, NICU, burn unit etc.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 07: Working area of the participants 
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4.8 Number of family members:  

There are 2% (n=2) participants have 2 family members; 15% (n=15) participants have 

3 family members; 33% (n=34) participants have 4 family members, 35% (n=35) 

participants have 5 members, 13% (n=13) participants have 6 members and 2% (n=2) 

participants have 7 members among 101 participants.  

 

 

Figure 08: Family member of the participants 
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4.9 Number of earning members: 

This study reveals that among 101 participants there are 22% (n=22) participants’ family have 

only one earning member; 56% (n=57) participants’ family have 2 earning members; 18% 

(n=18) participants’ family have 3 earning members and 4% (n=4) participants’ family have 

4 earning members.  

 

 

Figure 09: Earning member of the participants 
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4.10 General health: 

Among 101 participants 35% (n=36) participants reported of having good health; 58% 

(n=58) participants have fair health status and only 7% (n=7) participants reported of 

poor health status.  

 

Figure 10: General health of the participants 
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4.11 BMI: 

It is indicated that among 101 participants there are 55% (n=56) participants who are 

ranged in 19-24.9 which is normal in BMI; 42% (n=42) participants are ranged in 25-

29.9 which is over-weight. 2% (n=2) participants are in 30->30 which is obesity and 

only 1% (n=1) participant ranges in <18 which is underweight.  

 

 

Figure 11: BMI of the participants 
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4.12 Working experience: 

This study shows some data related to the working experience of the participants. 

Among 101 participants, 35% (n=35) participants have less than 5 years of working 

experience; 11% (n=11) participants have 5-10 years of working experience; 54% 

(n=55) participants have more than 10 years of working experience. Maximum 

participants have more than 10 years of working experience.  

 

 

 

Figure 12: Working experience of the participants 
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4.13 Working hours: 

Among 101 participants, 9% (n=9) participants work less than 8 hours; 52% (n=53) 

participants work 8-10 hours; 39% (n=39) participants have more than 10 hours of 

working schedule.   

 

 

 

Figure 13: Working hours of the participants 
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4.14 Experience of WMSDs:  

This study shows that among 101 participants 99% (n=100) nurses reported that they 

have experienced WMSDs and only 1% (n=1) participant reported no to experience of 

WMSDs. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Experience of WMSDs of the participants 
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4.15 Types of symptoms:  

 

Table-01: Types of symptoms of the participants 

Variables Number (n) Percentage (%) 

Aching  5 5% 

Cramp  19 19% 

Pain  58 57% 

Tingling  12 12% 

Numbness 3 3% 

Burning sensation  4 4% 

 

Among 101 participants 57% (n=57) nurses complains of pain as their symptoms. 19% 

(n=19) nurses reported of having cramp; 12% (n=12) participants have tingling 

sensation; 5% (n=5) participants have aching; 4% (n=4) participants have burning 

sensation and only 3% (n=3) participants have numbness. 
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4.16 Numeric Pain Rating Scale: 

This study shows that among 101 nurses, 57% (n=58) participants have moderate pain; 

22% (n=22) participants have mild pain; 20% (n=20) participants have severe pain. 

Only 1% (n=1) person indicates no pain.  

 

 

 

Figure 15: Severity of pain in NPRS of the participants 
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4.17 Work related musculoskeletal disorders at different joints: 

Table-02: Affected body parts of the participants 

Affected body parts Number (n) Percentage 

Neck 46 14% 

Thoracic 49 15% 

Lumber 86 26% 

Shoulder 10 3% 

Elbow 6 2% 

Wrist /hand 5 1% 

Knee 57 17% 

Hip /thigh/groin 25 8% 

Ankle /feet 44 14% 

 

This study shows that among 101 participants, 14% (N= 46) participants have 

symptoms in the neck, 15% (N= 49) participants have symptoms in thoracic region, 

26% (N=86) participants have lower back symptoms, 3% (N=10) participants have 

shoulder complications, 2% (N=6) participants have symptoms at elbow, 1% (N=5) 

participants complain of wrist or hand complications. On the other hand, 17% (N=57) 

participants have complications of knee joint, 8% (N=25) have hip/ thigh or groin 

symptoms, 14% (N=44) participants have symptoms at ankle/feet. According to this 

study, neck, thoracic, lumbar, knee, hip and ankle are the most affected body parts of 

the participants. 
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4.18 Maintain correct posture: 

There are 81% (n=82) participants reported that they cannot maintain correct posture 

during practice. Only 19% (n=19) participants are able to maintain correct posture 

during duty hours among 101 participants. 

 

 

Figure 16: Correct posture of the participants 
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4.19 Posture during practice: 

This study shows that among 101 participants, 63% (n=64) participants reported that 

they have to stay in standing position during duty hours. On the other hand, 35% (n=35) 

participants reported that they have to stay in forward bending position and only 2% 

(n=2) participants reported of maintain sitting position during duty hours.  

 

 

 

Figure 17: Posture during practice of the participants 
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4.20 Worse pain: 

Among 101 participants, 61% (n=61) participants mentioned that bending position 

makes the pain worse, 33% (n=33) participants informed standing position as to make 

the pain worse and only 6% (n=6) participants informed as sitting position to make the 

pain worse.  

 

 

 

Figure 18: Worse pain of the participants 
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4.21 Risk factors:  

Table-03: The risk factors of the WMSDs.  

Risk factors Yes No 

a) Repeatedly performing nursing tasks 96% 4% 

b) Treating a large number of patients each day 96% 4% 

c) Not enough rest/breaks during duty hour 97% 3% 

d) Performing manual nursing techniques 89% 11% 

e)  Working in awkward or cramped positions 64% 36% 

f) Working in the same position for long periods 99% 1% 

g) Bending or twisting back in awkward way 89% 11% 

h) Unanticipated sudden falls by patients 46% 54% 

i) Lifting or transferring dependent patients 37% 63% 

j) Carrying, lifting or moving heavy materials 33% 67% 

k) Working over physical ability 92% 8% 

l) Overtime, irregular shift, length of working day 94% 6% 

m) Inadequate training in injury prevention 24% 76% 

n) Lack of assistive devices and equipment 46% 54% 

o) Malfunction of equipment  15% 85% 

 

This analysis shows the risk factors that the nurses find responsible for WMSDs. 

Among 101 participants, 96% nurses face WMSDs for repeated works,96% for treating 

large number of patient each day, 99% for working in same position for long time, 97% 

for lack of resting time,94% for overtime, irregular shift and length of working day, 

92% for working over physical ability, 89% for performing manual nursing 

techniques,89% for bending or twisting back in awkward position, 64% for working in 

awkward position, 46% for lack of assistive device and equipment,46% for 

unanticipated sudden fall by patients, 37% for lifting or transferring dependent patient, 

33% for carrying, lifting or moving heavy materials,24% for inadequate training for 

injury prevention,15% for malfunction of equipment. 
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4.22 Association between most affected body parts and age, gender, BMI, 

working experience and working hours of the participants: 

Table-04 

Cross tabulation between most affected body parts and age of the participants 

Association between Variables Chi-square P value 

Association between age and symptoms in Neck 1.091 .779 

Association between age and symptoms in thoracic 6.179 .103 

Association between age and symptoms in lumbar 4.432 .218 

Association between age and symptoms in knee 41.973 .000* 

Association between age and symptoms in hip 7.378 .061 

Association between age and symptoms in ankle 13.724 .003* 

Cross tabulation between most affected body parts and gender of the participants 

Association between Variables Chi-square P value 

Association between gender and symptoms in Neck .031 .859 

Association between gender and symptoms in thoracic .012 .912 

Association between gender and symptoms in lumbar .712 .399 

Association between gender and symptoms in knee 1.367 .242 

Association between gender and symptoms in hip 3.783 .052 

Association between gender and symptoms in ankle .783 .376 

Cross tabulation between most affected body parts and BMI of the participants 

Association between Variables Chi-square P value 

Association between BMI and symptoms in Neck 1.352 .717 

Association between BMI and symptoms in thoracic 8.919 .030* 

Association between BMI and symptoms in lumbar 6.107 .107 

Association between BMI and symptoms in knee 8.201 .042* 

Association between BMI and symptoms in hip 6.021 .111 

Association between BMI and symptoms in ankle 2.027 .567 
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Cross tabulation between most affected body parts and working experience of the 

participants 

Association between Variables Chi-

square 

P value 

Association between working experience and symptoms in Neck 1.886 .390 

Association between working experience and symptoms in thoracic 3.210 .201 

Association between working experience and symptoms in lumbar 4.998 .082 

Association between working experience and symptoms in knee 41.437 .000* 

Association between working experience and symptoms in hip 9.658 .008* 

Association between working experience and symptoms in ankle 8.433 .015* 

Cross tabulation between most affected body parts and working hours of the 

participants 

Association between Variables Chi-

square 

P value 

Association between working hour and symptoms in neck .865 .649 

Association between working hour and symptoms in thoracic 3.095 .213 

Association between working hour and symptoms in lumbar 13.486 .001* 

Association between working hour and symptoms in knee 33.731 .000* 

Association between working hour and symptoms in hip 9.098 .011* 

Association between working hour and symptoms in ankle 22.082 .000* 

 

 

This analysis showed that Age of the participant had a significant (P<0.05) association 

with Musculoskeletal disorder on different body parts- knees and ankles. This study 

assured that with the increasing of age musculoskeletal disorder also increased. Others 

were not significant (P>0.05) with age.  

 

This analysis showed that gender of the participant had not significant (P<0.05) 

association with Musculoskeletal disorder on different body parts. So, the WMSDs 

were not dependent on gender of the participants.  
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This analysis showed that BMI of the participant had a significant (P<0.05) association 

with Musculoskeletal disorder on different body parts- thoracic and knee. This study 

assured that with the increasing of BMI, musculoskeletal disorder also increased. 

Others were not significant (P>0.05) with BMI.  

 

This analysis showed that working experience of the participants had a significant 

(P<0.05) association with Musculoskeletal disorder on different body parts- knees and 

hip/thigh/groin and ankle/feet. This study assured that with the increasing of working 

experience, musculoskeletal disorder also increased. Others were not significant 

(P>0.05) with working experience. 

 

This analysis showed that working hours of the participants had a significant (P<0.05) 

association with Musculoskeletal disorder on different body parts- lumbar, knees, 

hip/thigh/groin and ankle. This study assured that long working hour leaded to 

WMSDs. Others were not significant (P>0.05) with working hour.  
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4.23 Association between Numeric pain rating scale (NPRS) and age: 

Table-05 

Cross tabulation between Numeric pain rating scale and age of the participants: 

Association between NPRS and age Chi-square P value 

24.520 .004* 

 

This analysis showed that age of the participants had a significant (P<0.05) 

association with the severity of pain or NPRS. This study assured that with the 

increasing of age, might increase the severity of pain. 

 

 

4.24 Association between Numeric pain rating scale (NPRS) and working 

hours:  

Table- 06 

Cross tabulation between Numeric pain rating scale and working hours of the 

participants 

Association between NPRS and working 

hours 

Chi-square P value 

25.794 .000* 

  

This analysis showed that the working hour of the participants had a significant 

(P<0.05) association with the severity of pain or NPRS. This study assured that with 

the long working hour, might be the reason of increasing the severity of pain. 
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4.25 Association between Numeric pain rating scale (NPRS) and working 

experience:  

Table- 07 

Cross tabulation between Numeric pain rating scale and working experience of the 

participants 

Association between NPRS and working 

experience 

Chi-square P value 

23.426 .001* 

 

This analysis showed that the working experience of the participants had a significant 

(P<0.05) association with the severity of pain or NPRS. This study assured that with 

the long working experience, might indicate the higher score in NPRS. 
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CHAPTER – V                                                                DISCUSSION    

 

This study has shown that musculoskeletal problems are particularly common in health 

care workers who are in direct contact with patients. In this study, it shows that working 

in the hospital can cause most musculoskeletal disorders among nurses.  

The experience rate of work-related musculoskeletal disorders is 99%. Among the 101 

participants, 100 participants felt work-related disorders and 1 participant did not. 

Another study shows the rate of 89.1% of experiencing WMSDs. Some other studies 

from Japan (91.9%), Sweden (84%) and US (72.5%). In a previous study from Nigeria, 

it is reported that the 12 months’ prevalence period of self-reported musculoskeletal 

disorders at anybody site to be 90.7% (Fabunmi et al., 2008).  

This study reveals that the majority of the participants were from the age range between 

20-29 years of age followed by 40-49 years of age group. Another study in Nigeria 

reveals that the majority of the respondents were in the 31-40 years of range, followed 

by those in the 21-30 years of range (Akodu and Ashalejo, 2019).  Another study reveals 

that the ages of the nurses were identified as the risk factor of WMSDs. Aged nurses 

showed a longer working duration of work. Although age was considered that the 

incidence of WMSDs may increase with the increase of age and working duration (Yan 

et al., 2017). From this study, it is revealed that there were more female than male 

nurses, there are 82 female nurses and 19 male nurses, which corresponds with previous 

studies in Nigeria (Tinubu et al.,2010). But the result differs from another research in 

Nigeria, which included more males than females. Another study from Iran showed a 

higher female rate (211) than male (89) (Heidari et al., 2019). A study in China showed 

a large difference in this ratio. There were 6460 female nurses and 214 male nurses 

among the 6674 participants (Yan et al., 2017).   

 

This study shows that among 101 participants, 14% (N= 46) participants have 

symptoms in the neck, 15% (N= 49) participants have symptoms in the thoracic region, 

26% (N=86) participants have lower back symptoms, 3% (N=10) participants have 

shoulder complications, 2% (N=6) participants have symptoms at the elbow, 1% (N=5) 

participants complain of the wrist or hand complications. On the other hand, 17% 

(N=57) participants have complications of knee joint, 8% (N=25) have hip/ thigh or 
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groin symptoms, 14% (N=44) participants have symptoms at ankle. So, the maximum 

number of nurses suffer from lower back disorders. It may be because of 

bending/twisting the back in awkward ways, standing for long periods when treating a 

large number of patients regularly, insufficient breaks, and lifting or transferring 

dependent patients. These were the most apparent work-related factors identified by the 

nurses in the present study. These findings support established findings that LBP is the 

most prevalent MSDs in adults. Another study reported an LBP prevalence of 84% 

among US perioperative nurses (Sheikhzadeh et al., 2009).  It is also reported similar 

results among Nigerian nurses (Fabunmi et al., 2008).  Another study in Iran indicated 

that the most prevalent disorders were reported in the back (88.33%), knees (83.33%), 

and thighs (71%). The other prevalence of WMSDs in the neck, shoulders, and knees 

was reported as 11%, 8.3%, and 19.56%, respectively (Heidari et al., 2019). 

In this study it also demonstrates that 81% (n=82) nurses cannot maintain good posture 

during practice such as carrying, lifting, transferring etc. Another study on Taiwanese 

nurses also shows that maintaining deviated postures for prolonged periods daily, 

produces abnormal force among the para-spinal musculature, producing muscle 

damage (Chung et al.,2013). Many nurses do not maintain proper lifting techniques 

when transferring patient, they do not bend their knees and support lower back with 

brace (Long et al.,2013). A study in Maharashtra, India, showed that among hospital 

nurses there were high prevalence of lower back, shoulder, neck and knee pain due to 

working in a sustained position for prolonged duration, bending, twisting, lifting and 

treating excessive number of patients (Anap et al., 2013). 

 

The significant correlation is seen between age- and work-related musculoskeletal 

disorders in the knee and ankle joint that congruent with the result in Iran, that indicates 

significant relationship in the neck, shoulders and knees (Heidari et al., 2019). Another 

study in Kuwait shows the same significant correlation between age and pain in the 

neck, shoulder and knee. The relationship between gender and WMSDs was not found 

significant in this study in another study it indicated a significant relationship was found 

between gender and low back pain (Spyropoulos et al., 2007). The relationship between 

most affected body parts and BMI was found significant in the thoracic and knee joint. 

Another finding showed that the prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders is not 

dependent on the weight of the nurses (Elsayed, 2019). This is consistent with the study 
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done in Karachi that noted of no co-relation of BMI with prevalence of pain (Chung et 

al., 2013). But this finding is contrary to one of the systematic reviews on MSDs among 

nurses where obesity reported to be the primary intrinsic predisposing risk factor of 

lower back injury among nurse (Yan et al., 2017). It was reported that the obese nurses 

correlated to the prevalence of lower back injuries. Findings in another study showed 

that overweight, obese professionals have a greater chance of developing WMSDs 

(Keiri, 2013).  

 

In this study, the relationship between most affected body parts and working experience 

of the participants shows significant correlation between knee joint hip joint and ankle 

joint. Another study in Iran revealed a significant relationship between working 

experience and pain in the hip, neck, knees, and shoulders (Heidari et al., 2019). In 

other words, the rate of work-related musculoskeletal disorders significantly increases 

by increasing work experience, which is in line with the results (Gorgi et al.,2014). In 

addition, it is suggested that the prevalence of these disorders increases by increasing 

work experience (Khosroabadi et al., 2010). On the other hand, the relationship between 

most affected body parts and working hours of the participants shows substantial result 

in the lumbar spine, hip joint, knee joint and ankle joint. This study supports the other 

study in Iran that the number of working hours per week is positively correlated with 

the pain in the knees and wrists. (Heidari et al., 2019). They emphasized that short rest 

periods during 8 hours of work in bank employees can lead to WMSDs. 

 

From this study it is estimated that the relationship among numeric pain rating scale 

and age, working hour and working experience is found significant which is related to 

another study in Xinxiang, China. In that study, the ages of the nurses were identified 

as the risk factor of work-related musculoskeletal disorders. Aged nurses are more 

vulnerable to WMSDs and a longer working duration leads to a high numeric pain 

rating score. The fact is that the incidence of WMSDs may increase with the increase 

of the age and working duration. Besides, the work load may increase with the extended 

work duration, and the work load increased in the presence of habitual position, which 

may finally induce the increase of prevalence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders 

(Darvishi et al., 2016). Moreover, the disruption of work load and working balance of 

the body may contribute to the chronic overload, which is also considered as a potential 

factor for the of WMSDs. Another study showed a positive correlation between knee 
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and wrist pain with working hours per week. In fact, the symptoms get worsened in the 

knees and wrists by increasing the work hours per week. According to the present study, 

about 52% participants work 8-10 hours per day, 39% participants work more than 10 

hours per day. These findings correlate with another study that shows 53.2% of the 

participants working for more than 12 hours a day, and 36.2% working 6 hours–12 

hours a day. It indicates that the difference is statistically significant (Heidari et al., 

2019).  
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Limitation of the study: 

Although the findings indicated high rates of WMSDs in some parts of bodies among 

the nurses, the present study had some limitations. Personality, psychological, social, 

and cultural backgrounds, along with individual differences and mental states were 

uncontrollable variables in this study while replying to the questionnaire. Moreover, the 

sample number is not large enough to bring completely accurate data for the work-

related musculoskeletal disorders in the nurses because the sample area was short. Due 

to COVID-19 situation along with lockdown, very few hospitals have been selected for 

data collection. Hospitals outside Dhaka could not be selected as study area. 

Meanwhile, it is not adequate to establish a system to prevent the incidence of 

musculoskeletal disorders in the nurses. In future, it should be focused on the study of 

preventing the WMSDs in the nursing population.  
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CHAPTER – VI                                                          CONCLUSION 

& Recommendation 

 

In this study, we aim to investigate the status of work-related musculoskeletal disorders 

in the nurses in different hospitals. Our data indicated that age, BMI, working 

experience and working duration were closely related to WMSDs. In future, further 

measures should be taken to arrange for appropriate schedule of duty in order to 

decrease the incidence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders. 

 

Based on the results in the present study, it is necessary to adopt interventional program 

to prevent WMSDs regarding the rate in some parts of the body and its significant 

association with specific demographic characteristics related to the nursing profession. 

Therefore, all the institutions and organizations should come forward to improve 

quality of care for nurses and should design necessary plans to manage physical strains, 

improve working conditions, and increase more break time.  

 

It is found that a high number of nurses' with WMSDs symptoms (99%) that require 

responsiveness. Lower back is the most prevalent part of the body that 86 nurses have 

suffered with pain or discomfort in this area. The severity of pain depends on the age 

for example it has been found significant (p=0.004) that, the increasing of age might 

increase the severity of pain according to Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS). 

 

Further research should be conducted to establish the epidemiology of WMSDs among 

the nurses and support the need to develop prevention and control programs in hospitals 

that include organizational, technical and even individual measures to promote the 

active participation of nurses in a process that definitely leads to a change of preventing 

work related musculoskeletal disorders. 
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Recommendations 

The purpose of the study was to estimate the common work-related musculoskeletal 

disorders among nurses. Though, the research had some limitations but some further 

step that might help for the better accomplishment of further research. In any further 

study, it would be useful to identify the factors, which might influence the nurses affect 

with WMSDs and identify the differences from other occupation. Because of COVID -

19 pandemic, it was not possible to fulfill the actual sample size. For the ensuring of 

the generalization of the research it is recommended to investigate a large sample. In 

this study only investigate the nurses from some selected hospitals. But due to time 

limitation as well as COVID-19 situation along with lockdown, there was not able to 

gather huge number of participants and for this result cannot be generalized in all over 

the Bangladesh. So, for further study it is strongly recommended to increase sample 

size to generalize the result in all of the hospitals in Bangladesh. 
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Appendix 6 

 

Informed consent 

(please read out to the participant) 

Assalamu Alaikum, 

My name is Nazifa Anjum. I am conducting this research study which is the part 

of B.Sc. in Physiotherapy program and my research title is “Common Work 

related common musculoskeletal disorders among the nurses in different 

hospitals” under Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), University of 

Dhaka. I would like to know about some personal and other related information 

about WMSDs among the nurses. You have to answer some questions which are 

mentioned in the attached form. This will take approximately 20-30 minutes. 

 

I would like to inform you that this is a purely professional study and will not be 

used for any other purpose. All information provided by you will be treated as 

confidential and in the event of any report or publication it will be ensured that the 

source of information remains anonymous. 

 

Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw yourself at any 

time during this study without any negative consequences. You also have the right 

not to answer a particular question that you don’t like or do not want to answer 

during interview. 

 

If you have any query about the study or your right as a participant, you may 

contact with me or my supervisor Farjana Sharmin, Lecturer of BHPI, OPD in 

charge and consultant, Department of Physiotherapy, CRP, Savar, Dhaka-1343. 

Do you have any questions before I start? 

So, may I have your consent to proceed with the interview? 

 

Yes No 

 

 

Signature of the Participant’s........................................................ Date………… 

   

   Signature of the Data collector’s………………………………… Date………… 
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Appendix 7 

সম্মতিপত্র 
 

আসসালামু আলাইকুম, 
আমম নামিফা আনিুম, বাাংলাদশ হেলথ প্রফফশন্স ইন্সটিটিউট এর মব.এস.মস ইন 
মফমিওফথরামি হ াফসের ৪থে বফষের এ িন মশক্ষাথী। অধ্যায়ফনর অাংশ মেফসফব 
আমাফ  এ টি গফবষণা সম্পাদন  রফে েফব এবাং এটা আমার প্রামেষ্ঠামন  
 াফির এ টা অাংশ। মনফনাক্ত েথযামদ িাঠ  রার ির অাংশগ্রেণ ারীফদর 
গফবষণায় অাংশগ্রেফনর িনয অনুফরাধ্  রা েফলা। 
আমার গফবষণার মবষয় েল “ তিতিন্ন হাসপািালে কর্মরি নাসমলের কর্ম 

সম্পতকম ি অতি ও র্াাংসলপতির সাধারণ সর্সযািেী”। এই িরীক্ষামূল  
গফবষণার মাধ্যফম আমম নাসেফদর  মে সম্পম ে ে অমি ও মাাংসফিমশর সাধ্ারণ 
সমসযাবলী মনরূিফণর এ টি িরীক্ষা  রব।  
আমম প্রমেজ্ঞা  রমি হে, এই গফবষণা আিনার িনয ঝুুঁ ম িূণে েফব না অথবা 
আিনার হ ান ক্ষমে  রফব না। গফবষণা চলা লীন সমফয় হ ান র ম মিধ্া বা 
ঝুুঁ ম  িাড়াই হেফ ান সমফয় আিমন এটাফ  বাদ মদফে িারফবন। এই গফবষণার 
প্রাপ্ত েথয সমূ্পণেভাফব হগািনীয় থা ফব এবাং অাংশগ্রেণ ারীর বযমক্তগে েথয 
অনয হ াথাও প্র াশ  রা েফব না। 
েমদ আিনার গফবষণা সম্পফ ে  হ াফনা মিজ্ঞসা থাফ  েফব অনুগ্রেিূবে  
হোগাফোগ  রফে িাফরন আমার সাফথ অথবা আমার সুিারভাইিার ফারিানা 
শারমমন, লেকচারার অব ববএইচবিআই, ওমিমি ইন চািে  এবাং  নসালটযাণ্ট, 
মফমিওফথরামি মবভাগ, মসআরমি, সাভার, ঢা া- ১৩৪৩ । 
শুরু  রার আফগ আিনার ম  হ ান প্রশ্ন আফি ?  
আমম ম  শুরু  রফে িামর ? 
       েযা             না 

 

অাংশগ্রেন ারীর স্বাক্ষর................................োমরখ………….. 

েথয সাংগ্রে ারীর স্বাক্ষর...............................োমরখ………… 
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Appendix 8 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WORK RELATED COMMON 

MUSCUOSKELETAL DISORDERS 

Socio-demographic Questionnaire 

Code: 

Name: 

1. Age:   

2. Gender:    a) Male        b) Female     

3. Residence: (a) Rural          (b) Urban             (c) Semi urban 

4. Religion: (a) Islam           (b) Hinduism           

                 (c) Christianity         (d) Buddhism 

5. Marital status :   

a) Single   

b) Married  

c) Widowed 

d) Divorced  

6. Level of education: (please indicate by ticking) 

a) Diploma  

b) Bachelor 

c) Masters   

7. Which area does your current work involve?  

a) Neurology  

b) Orthopaedics    

c) Maternity Surgery     

d) Medical wards  

e) Psychiatry 

f) Critical units (ICU, NICU, CCU, Burn unit etc.) 

g) Others: 

  

8. Total number of family member: 
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9. Total number of earning member:  

10. Status of self-reported general health : (a) Good           (b) Fair          (c) Poor 

11. Body weight:                  kg 

12. Height:          ’         ” 

13. BMI:                    weight (kg) / height (m)2  

 

Section A: Information on work related musculoskeletal disorders 

Instructions: You are kindly requested to fill in the questionnaire by putting a 

‘Tick’ in the appropriate box. One ‘tick’ for each question.  

1. How long have you been working as a nurse?  

(a) Less than 5 years (b) 5-10 years (c) More than 10 years 

2. How many hours do you work per day?  

(a) Less than 8 hours (b) 8-10 hours (c) More than 10 hours 

3. Have you ever experienced work- related musculoskeletal disorders in any 

part of your body?  

(a) Yes (b) No 

4. If yes, when did you first experience this work-related musculoskeletal 

disorder?  

(a) 0-1 year (b) 1 -5 years (c) 5-10 years (d) 10-15 years (e) Can’t remember 

5. What words best describe your symptoms? (Please give a tick on your answer)  

(a) Aching (b) Cramp (c) Pain (d) Tingling (e) Numbness (f) Stiffness  (g) 

Burning sensation 

6. What is the severity of your pain?  

(a) Mild (b) Moderate (c) Severe 

7. Make the severity of your pain on the following scale (NPRS) 
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8. Does pain hamper your clinical practice as a nurse?  

(a) Yes (b) No  

9. Did you stay away from work because of pain? 

(a) Yes (b) No  

10. In the table below, the body parts are shown. Please indicate where your pain, 

ache, or discomfort is located, if any.  

 

Body part Yes No 

Neck   

Thoracic region   

Lumbar region   

Shoulder    

Elbows   

Wrist/hand   

Knees   

Hip/thigh/groin region     

Ankles/feet   
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11. Have you taken any sick leave due to Back pain /Neck pain /Shoulder /Elbow/ 

Wrist/Hip/Ankle pain?  

(a) Yes (b) No  

12. Had your working performance reduced due to pain?   

(a) Yes (b) No  

13. Are you satisfied with the physical environment (structural facilities) of your 

workplace?  

(a) Not at all (b) Moderately satisfied (c) Satisfied 

14. Can you maintain correct posture during your practice?  

(a) Yes (b) No (c) Sometimes 

15. Which posture do you work most of the time during clinical practice?  

(a) Sitting (b) Forward bending (c) Standing 

16. Which posture makes your pain worse?  

(a) Standing (b) Sitting (c) Bending (d) Walking 

17. Which posture relives the pain?  

(a) Standing (b) Sitting (c) Lying (d) Bending (e) Walking 

18. How does your pain affect your ADLs?  

(a) Not at all (b) Mildly hamper (c) Moderately hamper (d) Severely hamper 

19. What do you like to suggest in order to improve the physical environment 

(structural facilities) of your workplace?  

(a) Mobile bed (b) Sitting arrangement (chair & table) (c) Adequate space 

(Free floor space) (d) All 

20. Did you go to physician or physiotherapist due to any musculoskeletal 

problem?  

(a) Yes (b) No 

21. Have you ever diagnosed your problem? 

(a) Yes (b) No  

22. If yes, what was the diagnosis? 

 

23. What kind of treatment did you receive? 

(a) Medication (b) Physiotherapy (c) surgery (d) others (e) no treatment 

24. If yes, what was the result? 

(a) improved (b) unchanged (c) worse 
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Section B: Work related risk factors 

The list below describes factors that could contribute to work related MSDs amongst 

nurses. Please indicate by ticking the most applicable option. 

Risk factors Yes No 

p) Repeatedly performing nursing tasks   

q) Treating a large number of patients each day   

r) Not enough rest/breaks during duty hour   

s) Performing manual nursing techniques   

t) Working in awkward or cramped positions   

u) Working in the same position for long periods   

v) Bending or twisting your back in an awkward 

way 

  

w) Unanticipated sudden movements or falls by 

patients 

  

x) Lifting or transferring dependent patients   

y) Carrying, lifting or moving heavy materials   

z) Working over your physical ability   

aa) Overtime, irregular shift, length of working day   

bb) Inadequate training in injury prevention   

cc) Lack of assistive devices and equipment   

dd) Malfunction of equipment    
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Appendix 9 

“নাসমলের কর্ম সম্পতকম ি অতি ও র্াাংসলপতির সাধারণ সর্সযার 
প্রশ্নািেী”  

জনসাংখ্যা তিতিক প্রশ্নািেী 
হ ািঃ  

নামঃ   

১) বয়সঃ  

২) মলঙ্গঃ ক) নারী            খ) িুরুষ  

৩) বাসিানঃ  ক) গ্রাম         

             খ) শের            

             গ) মফস্বে  

৪) ধ্মেঃ  ) ইসলাম  

        খ) মেনু্দ  

        গ) মিষ্টান  

        ঘ) হবৌদ্ধ  

৫) বববামে  অবিাঃ  ) অমববামেে  

                   খ) মববামেে  

                   গ) মবধ্বা  

                   ঘ) মববাে মবফেদ  

৬) মশক্ষাগে হোগযোঃ  ) মিফলামা          

                     খ) বযাফচলর              

                     গ) মাস্টাসে  
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৭) বেে মান  াফির হক্ষত্রঃ   ) মনউফরালমি ইউমনট  

                         খ) অথেফিমি   

                         গ) প্রসূমে অফরািচার 

                         ঘ) হমমি যাল ওয়ািে   

                         ঙ) মনফরাগ মবভাগ 

                        চ) মবফশষ মবভাগ  

( আইমসইউ, এনআইমসইউ, মসমসইউ, বানেইউমনট ইেযামদ)  

                        ি) অনযানয       

৮) িমরবাফরর সদসয সাংখযাঃ  

৯) অথে উিািে ন ারীর সাংখযাঃ  

১০) সফবোিমর স্বাফিযর অবিাঃ  ) ভাল     

                           খ) এে খারাি না      

                           গ) খারাি 

১১) ওিনঃ             হ মি 

১২) উচ্চতাঃ :            ’            ” 

১৩) মবএমআইঃ                    (ওিন/ উচ্চো 2 ) 
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ক তিিাগঃ কর্ম সম্পতকম ি অতি ও র্াাংসলপতির সর্সযার িথ্য 

তনলেম িনাঃ উপযুক্ত উিলরর ঘলর টিক তিহ্ন তেলে প্রশ্নািেী পূরণ করার 

জনয অনুলরাধ করা হলে ।   প্রতিটি প্রলশ্নর জনয একটি টিক তিহ্ন ।  

১) আিমন  ে বির ধ্ফর নাসে মেফসফব  াি  ফরন? 

 ) ৫ বিফরর  ম    খ) ৫-১০ বির   গ) ১০ বিফরর হবমশ 

২)  আিমন মদফন  ে ঘণ্টা  াি  ফরন? 

 )  ৮ ঘণ্টার  ম  খ) ৮-১০ ঘণ্টা  গ) ১০ ঘণ্টার হবমশ  

৩) আিনার শরীফরর হেফ ান অাংফশ  খনও  মে সাংক্রান্ত অমি ও মাাংসফিমশর 

সমসযা অনুভব  ফরফিন? 

 ) েযা   খ) না  

৪) েমদ েযা েয়, োেফল হসটা  খন প্রথম অনুভব  ফরমিফলন?    

 ) ০-১ বির খ) ১-৫ বির  গ) ৫-১০ বির ঘ) ১০-১৫ বির   

ঙ) মফন  রফে িারমি না  

৫) মনফচর হ ানটি আিনার সমসযাফ  সবফচফয় ভালভাফব বযাখযা  রফে িাফর? 

 ) মবরামেীন বযাথা খ) মাাংসফিমশ হটফন ধ্রা গ) বযাথা ঘ) মঝন মঝন  রা ঙ) 

অবশ অনুভূমে চ) জ্বালাফিাড়া  রা  

৬) আিনার বযথার েীব্রো হ মন?  

 )  ম  খ) মাঝামর  গ) হবমশ  
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৭) মনফনাক্ত হেফল আিনার বযথার েীব্রো মনণেয়  রুন ।  

 

৮) বযথার  ারফন নাসে মেফসফব আিনার দাময়ত্ব ক্ষমেগ্রস্ত েয়?  

 ) েযা   খ) না  

৯) আিমন ম  বযথার  ারফন  াি হথফ  মবরে মিফলন?  

 ) েযা  খ) না  

১০) মনফচর হটমবফল হদফের মবমভন্ন অাংফশর নাম হদয়া  আফি । হে অাংফশ 

আিনার বযথা ম াংবা হ ান সমসযা েয় ো মচমিে  রুন ।  

দেলহর তিতিন্ন অাংলির নার্ হযা না 
 ঘাড়   

মিফঠর উিফরর অাংশ   

মিফঠর মনফচর অাংশ   

 াুঁ ধ্   

 নুই   

 মি/ োে   

োুঁ টু   

মনেফের সাংফোগ বা উরু   

হগাড়ামল বা িাফয়র িাো   
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১১) বযাথার  ারফন আিমন  খনও িুটি মনফয়ফিন? 

 ) েযা   খ)  না  

১২) বযাথার  ারফন আিনার  মেক্ষমো হ্রাস হিফয়ফি? 

 ) েযা   খ) না  

১৩) আিনার  াফির িমরফবশ মনফয় ম  আিমন সন্তুষ্ট ? 

 ) এফ বাফরই না  খ) সীমমেভাফব সন্তুষ্ট  গ) সন্তুষ্ট  

১৪) আিমন ম  অমফফস সবসময় সঠি  শারীমর  অবিান/ভমঙ্গ বিায় রাখফে 

িাফরন? 

 ) েযা  খ) না  

১৫) আিমন হবমশরভাগ সময় অমফফস হ ান অবিায় থাফ ন? 

 ) বসা  খ) সামফন ঝুুঁ ফ  থা া  গ) দাুঁ ড়াফনা 
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১৬) হ ান অবিায় আিনার বযাথা সবফচফয় হবমশ েয়?  

 ) দাুঁ ড়াফনা  খ) বসা  গ) সামফন ঝুুঁ ফ  থা া  ঘ) োুঁ টা  

১৭) হ ান অবিায় বযাথা  ফম োয়? 

 ) দাুঁ ড়াফনা  খ) বসা  গ) শুফয় থা া ঘ) সামফন ঝুুঁ ফ  থা া ঙ) োুঁ টা 

১৮) আিনার  বদনমন্দন  াি মেফ  বযথা ম ভাফব প্রভামবে  ফর?  

 ) এফ বাফরই ক্ষমেগ্রস্ত েয় না    খ)  ম ক্ষমেগ্রস্ত েয়    গ) সীমমেভাফব 

ক্ষমেগ্রস্ত েয়  

ঘ) অফন  হবমশ ক্ষমেগ্রস্ত েয়  

১৯) কমমক্ষেক্ষের িবরক্ষবশ উন্নত করার জনয আিবন বক িরামশম বিক্ষত চান? 

ক) চেনশীে ববছানা   খ) বসার বযাবস্থা (লচয়ার, লেববে) গ) ির্মাপ্ত লখাো 

জায়গা ঘ) সবগুক্ষো    

২০) অমি ও মাাংসফিমশর সমসযার  ারফণ মচম ৎস  ম াংবা মফমিওফথরামি 

মচম ৎস  এর  াফি মগফয়মিফলন? 

 ) েযা খ) না  

২১) আিনার সমসযা  খনও মনণেয়  রা েফয়মিল?  

 ) েযা  খ) না  

২২) েমদ েযা েয়, োেফল সমসযার নাম ম  মিল?  
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২৩) আিমন ম  ধ্রফনর মচম ৎসা মনফয়মিফলন?  

 ) ঔষধ্  খ) মফমিওফথরামি  গ) অফরািচার  ঘ) অনযানয ঙ) হ ান মচম ৎসা 

হনয়া েয় মন ।  

২৪) েমদ েযা েয়, োেফল ফলাফল ম  মিল? 

 ) উন্নে েফয়মিল খ) হ ান িমরবেে ন হনই গ) খারাি েফয়মিল । 
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খ্ তিিাগঃ কর্ম সম্পতকম ি ক্ষতির কারণ 

নিম্নোক্ত তোনিকোটি কর্মম্েম্ে অনি ও র্োাংসম্েনির সর্সযোর কোরণ বণমিো 

কম্র। সবমোম্েেো উেযুক্ত উত্তরটি টিক নিম্ের র্োধ্যম্র্ দেনিম্ে নেি । 

ক্ষতির কারণ হযা না 

১) মবরামেীন নামসোং এর  াি  রা    

২) প্রমেমদন মবিুল সাংখয  হরাগীফ  হসবা দান    

৩) অমফফসর সমফয় অিেোপ্ত মবস্রাম    

৪) নামসোং এর  ািগুফলা মযানুয়ালভাফব  রা    

৫) আবদ্ধ অবিায়  াি  রা    

৬) এ ই অবিায় অফন ক্ষণ  াি  রা    

৭) ভুল িদ্ধমেফে হ ামর ভাুঁ ি  রা বা ঘুরাফনা   

৮) হরাগীফদর অপ্রেযামশে চলাফফরা বা িফড় োওয়া     

৯) মনভে রশীল হরাগীফদর বেন  রা ম াংবা িানান্তর 

 রা   

  

১০) ভারী মিমনসিত্র বেন  রা    

১১) শারীমর  সক্ষমোর অমধ্   াি  রা    

১২) অমধ্ ালীন  মে, অমনয়মমে  াি ও দীঘে 

 ােেমদবস  

  

১৩) দুঘেটনা প্রমেফরাফধ্ অিেোপ্ত প্রমশক্ষন    

১৪) সোয়  েন্ত্রিামের স্বল্পো    

১৫) ত্রুটিিূণে েফন্ত্রর বযবোর   

 

  


